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The meeting was called to order at 10.30 a.m.

AGENDA ITEM 8 (continued)

AOOPl'ION OF THE AGENDA AND ORGANIZATION OF WORK: THIRD RER:>RT OF THE GENERAL
CDMMITTEE (A/41/250/Add.2)

The PRESIDENT: This morning, the Assembly will first consider the third

report of the General Committee ~ich is to be found in document A/41/250/Add.2.

In paragraph 1 (a) and (b), the General COIIlIlittee recoIl1Ilends the inclusion in

the agenda of an additional item entitled "Israeli nuclear armament" and its

allocation to the First Corrmittee.

May I consider that the General Assembly apprOl7es the recommenda ticn of the

Gen era 1 Commi t tee?

It was so decided.

The PRESIDENT: In paragraph 2 (a) and (b), the General Committee

recommends the inclusion in the agC'nda of an additional item entitled "Emergency

assistance to El salvador" and recommends that it be considered directly in plenary

meeting.

May I take it that the General Assembly adopts that recoIIIDendation?

It was so decided.

The PRESIDENT: In their letter of 13 OCtober 1986 (A/41/243), the

.sponsors of this item requested that the item be considered with priority because

of its important and urgent character.

In the light of the urgent nature of this request, may I take it that the

Asserrbly wishes to consider this item immediately before continuing the debate on

item 38, entitled "Review of the efficiency of the administrative and financial

functicning of the United Nations"?

It was so decided.
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AGENDA ITPH 145

IMBRGBNCi ASSISTANCE '10 EL SALw.DOR: DRAPT RESOWTION A/41/L.4

The PRESIDE!!: The AI!IseJllbly will new consider agenda item 145, entitled

-BIlergency assistance to El salvador-.

In this connection the draft resolution in docuaent A/41/L.4 is now being

distributed in the General Assellibly Hall.

I call upon the rep:esentative of Mexico, who "ill intro&1ce the draft

resolution in his capacity as Chairaan of the Iatin AIlerican Group.

Hr. MOYA BUBNCIA (Mexico) (interp:etation frosa Spanishh Once again the

adverse fcxces of nature have struck a fraternal people. Last Friday, 10 Q::tcOer,

Bl. salvador was struck by a ser ious earthquake which led to the loss of hundreds of

~uaan lives and left thousands homeless. In addition there was tremendous J1Bterial

aa_gee

At the present time El salvador is the victim of adversity but peoples show

the.elves in their true colours 'Ibm faced with challenges and the salvadcxians

are showing that from difficult situations such as this they will emerge

strengthened, foe they are already irwolved in saving their victillS and already

beginning to rebuild their ~pital and other daJlllged areas.

Foe that reason ay delegation, tlhich holds the Chairmanship of the Iatin

American and Caribbean Group, and on behalf of all the co-sp:msoes of the draft

resolution A/41/L.4 - Argentina, the Bahaaas, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, ColoJlbia,

Costa Rica, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El salvad:)r, Equator lal Guinea,

Guatemla, Haiti, Bmduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panam, Peru, portugal, Spain,

Uruguay and Venezuela - are introd.1cing this draft resolution on ellergency

assistance tn El salvadoe. The draft resolution expresses the solidarity and

support of the international co_unity to the Goverrment and people of El 8alvad:)r

and its appreciatim to the States, international agencies and non-governmental
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organizations .nich are already providing eaergency relief to that comtry. It

calls upon all States to centr ibute generously to the relief and reoonstruction

efforts in the affected areas. It requests the secretary-General to co-cxdinate

the multilateral assistance and, in oonsultation with the Q)verrment of

El 8alvada:, to identify the eaergency and _di_-tera and lcng-tera needs in ocder

to contr ibute to the reoonstruction of the affected areas.

A year ago ay comtry experienced a similar natural catastrophe and we

received the solidar ity and assistance of the international oo_unity represented

here. Now it is our turn to urge MeDber States of this Assellbly to co~perate in

the same way with the people and Goverrment of El salvador.

we would ask that this draft res.olution beCOlle a General ASSellbly resolution

and that it be implemented with generous solider ity'i that we shOlo1 that one of the

essential purposes of the Olited Nations, tllhich is to being about intecnational

co-operation in order to resolve all kinds of international problems, such as those

stemming fran natural disasters, is still valid. we hope we will be able to show

that in times of distress, and above and beyond any political oonsideraticns,

international solidarity and friendship aaong peoples thr.ive.

The PRBSIDEN'1': May I take it that it is the wish of the Assembly to

adopt the draft resolution?

The draft resoluticn was adopted (resoluticn 41/2).

Mr. YQ;T (Oli ted States of America): I wish again to express in this

Assembly, on behalf of the Government and people of the United States, our deep

sense of loss and sympa thy to President DUarte, his Gcwernment and the people of

El salvador in the terrible suffer ing caused to their oountry by the earthquake
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last weeken4. BWldreds of salvad«ians have apparently been killed and thous.mds

injured and ..de ha.el_s. The ..jor aa_ge to baspitals is especially distressing.

Presid..t Reagan bas written to Presid8'lt Duarte as follows:

-Please accept our pcc.i5e to belp in any way we can. 1 bave directed

Dlited States gaverruaent agencies to pcavlde :;aistance a8 appcopriate. 1

know JOu are doing all you can to belp your naticm in this sad hour.-

Tbe secretary of State bas written to the l'Cl£ftign Minister of El sal.vadcx:

-I would like to usure you that we in the Dlitee! States Governant, as

well as the AIIericln people, stand with you. we -will, of coutse, do

everything in our power to belp tbe salvacJorian people at this tiae.-
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It is heartening to see the international CORIIlunity join hands once .are to

meet this urgent hwaan need. Along with others, the United States is already

providing assistance to El Salvador as its Government seeks to deal with this great

disaster. We are making every effort to program.e Sl million immediately for

health needs. $400,000 has already been provided for urgent disaster help and we

continue to work with the international cc.munity in the disbursement of these

funds. Additional funds will be requested urgently during the course of this

week. We intend to do all we can to heo1p the brave people of El salvador and their

Government to overcome the effeets of this earthquake. We nave no doubt that

El Salvador will triW1lph over this adversity as it has over so many others.

Mr. MELENDEZ (El Salvador) (interpretation from Spanish): On behalf of

the people and GoverlUlent of El Salvador, I must express our sincere thanks for the

solidarity and assistance that the .eabers of the international ca.munity are

giving the people of El Salvador, both bilaterally and lIultilaterally, during this

very difficult period caused by a natural disaster. S~ilarly, we thank the

sec:retary-General for the concern he has shown and for the e.ergency -measures taken

to help the many Salvadorian victims. We are also BIOst grateful for the assistance

given by governmental and non-governmental organizations and by private persons who

are trying to help us cope with the difficult situation in El Salvador.

The PRESIDENT: This concludes our consideration of agenda itell 145.
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AGENDA ITEM 38 (continued)

REVIEW OF THE EFFICIENCY OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE AND FINANCIAL FUHC'l'IONING OF THE
UNITED NATIONS

(a) REPORT OF THE GROUP OF HIGH-LEVEL IN'J.'EOOOVERNMEN"l'AL EXPERTS TO REVIEW THE
EFFICIENCY OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE AND FINANCIAL FUNCTIONING OF THE UNITED
NATIONS (A/4l/49)

(b) NOTE BY THE SECRETAR!-GENERAL (A/4l/663)

Mr. GARBA (Nigeria): Hr. President, my delegation joins you and others

in conveying profound condolences to the Goverrlllent and people of El Salvador on

the recent tragic earthauake, which has claimed hundreds of lives.

I should also like to offer my Government's and my personal congratulations to

the Secretary-General on his appointment for a seco~d term of office. I wish to

thank my colleague and friend the Permanent Representative of Norway,

Ambassador Tom Vraalsen, for the excellent presentation of the report of the Group

of High-level Intergovernmental Experts to Review the Efficiency of the

Administrative and Financial Functioning of the United Nations and, through him,

all the members or the Group of 18 for their commendable efforts in producing the

report. We have, of course, studied the report carefully along with the views of

the secretary-Genoral in his note (A/4l/663) on this item.

By now we are all only too familiar with the crisis facing the United

Nations. We know its causes, both immediate and remote. It matters not whether

one views it as a financial criais or a crisis of confidence or credibility. What

is important is that it stems essentially from basic political differences among

Me~r States on the substantive activities included in the programme bUdget. This

has led to the withholding of contributions and the consequent uncertainty as to

the immediate and long-term financial viability and solvency of our Organization.

The Assembly's decision to set up the Group of 18, whose report is now being

considered, could not, therefore, be more timely.
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The report, in opr assessment, C::altains I15\Y useful reCOllDlendations wic::h

phould prOl7ide a good basis for agreement al the necessary ilIprOl7ements in the

financial and adainistrative fmctialing of our Organizatial. However, some other

recoaendations in the re~rt require <:areful C)nsideratial in order that their

iIlaplications _y be fully grasped. In my c::ase, the issues ccwered in the report

are so vital as to require that adequate time bOe allowed for the necessary detailed

c::onsideration of theD.

The Group was able to agree unaniJlously al reco_endations dealing with the

intergOl7erlUlental machinery and its fmc::tialing~ the struc::ture of the sec::retariat;

monitoring, evaluation and inspec::tion~ and the irapleaentatial of the Group's

reCCIIIJDendations. On measures regarding persomel, it agreed manimously on all but

two reooDDendations - recolllllendatials 55 and 57 - while in the area dealing with

plann ing and budget procedure it was not able to reac::h agreement. On the wole,

our attitude to the recoJllDendationa on whim there was consensus agreement in the

Group is quite positive. I feel able '(0 state that Nigeria can support these

recollllendations in pr inciple, although we shall need to knew hew the

sec::retary-General proposes to implement them.

we shall also seek c::larification and raise specific:: queries at a later stage

in our debate~ suffice it here to make known some of our general observations. we

are concerned by the apparent lack of in-depth analysis of the issues considered by

the Group and the apparent mdue E!lDPiasis on expenditure reducticn, which seems to

us to suggest that the Group was more c::oncerned with reducing the budget than with

identifying lasting and meaningful measures for real impccwement of the

organization. we note that the review called for in recoumendation 8 of the report

is restricted to intergcwernmental bodies in the eccnOlDic and social fields only

and does not cover intergovernJlental bodies dealing with political and other

ac::tivities. There is, therefoce, need for further c::larification as to the
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objectives of the review. we will suppcxt such reviews ooly if the objective is to

strengthen and enhance the role and, indeed, the r~ponsibility of the united

Nations in prOlB)ting the ecooOllic and social develop.ent of its Melllbers. we will

not be able to support any review of this sector that aims at recllcing the scope

and role of the thited Nations at a time ~en JIIJ1tilatera~ co-operatioo for

development is being eroded.

we welcome reco-.endations to remce the nulllber of conferences, ratiooalize

the wock agenda of intergOl7ern.ental OI:gans and their subsidiaries, md streamline

and merge departments. These lIeasures, in coJlbinatioo with other measures

substantially to remce documentation and publications, will, if properly

implemented, be healthy for our Organization. However, ·ratiooalizatioo·,

·consolidatioo·, ·streamlining- and other such terms, should not become code words

for depc ogr alllDing •

The recoDDendations on perBalnel measures mer it a closer look and we shall be

raising a few questions subsequently. All recommendations touching 00 the acquired

rights, salary and other entitle1D1!nts of united Nations staff should properly, we

believe, be referred to the Internatimal Civil Service Commissioo, because of the

obvious legal and contractual issues involved, which ooly the COIIIIission is

carapetent to handle. The Assenbly's decision shoulci be taken 001/ after the

COIIIlIis£. ioo has submi tted its views.

I wish to aOiress chapter VI of the report, which deals with planning and

budget procedure, en which, regrettably, the Group could not reach agreem"nt. Th(e

problem here continues to be the most intractable and vexing_ Yet we must not give

up hope of finding an acceptable solutien to that problem. I can assure the

COflIUittee of our. readiness to co-operate constructively with other IDemers during

the negotiations that must necessarily be carried out in the caDing weeks.
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I wish to recall here paragraph 6 of the Secretary-General's note, which

states inter alia:

DWhile full agreesent was not reached, exploration of the subject was

extensive and there is evident agreement on several central points, including

the need for an improved intergovernaental aachinery that can deal more

thoroughly with auestions related to the bUdget; tte advisability of earlier

participation by Member States in the programBe and budget process; the

importance of co-ordinated progra..e planning and programme budgeting; and the

naed for early establishment of guidance by the General Assembly on the level

of resources within which expenditures during a bienniua would be

accommodatedD• (A/4l/663, 2ara.6)

That note states further, that

-The authority of the Assembly to determine the size of the budget, the

establishment of priorities and the apportionment of expenses as provided for

in the Charter should, of course, be preserved.- (para. 7)

The Permanent r'epresentat:ive ef Norway also echoed the same sentiments when he

addressed the Assembly on the opening day of this debate ~n his dual capacity as

Chairman.of the Group of 18 and representative of his country. Be emphasized that

his Group had performee its work on the basis of full respect for the principles

and provisions of the Charter. Speaking on behalf of his Government, he later

stated:

-The authority to decide upon the content and level of the budget of the

Organization is entrusted to the General Assembly and its Fifth Committee.

Voting procedures for taking decisions pertaining to budgetary matters are

firmly established. I should like to make it very clear that, as far as my
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delegation is concerned, any new ana illproved budgetary machinery and

procedure will have to be based upon full r3spect for the pr inciples and

provisions of the Charter and the authority of the General As£embly.-

(A/41IPV.33, p. 48)

We fully share these sentiJlents. Indead, EY delegation believes that Member

States are all agreed on them. But the issue is not merely whether or not Member

States should be involve-3 frOll the beginning in the progrUllle and budget process,

of course they should be. The real issue is whether in such involvement all Member

States shall participate in a mar~er fully consistent with the principle of

sovereign equality. We are all aware of t~e fact that there has been disagreement

over the content and level of the budget for a number of years, owing largely to

political disagreement among Member States on the scope of the united N~tions

programme, which many MeJlber States find beneficial. However, a new, added

dimension to the problem is the e-erging notion that ~eaber States that account for

the major part of the budget should have a greater vote in decisions relating to

budgetary matters.

Although we all remain eloauently silent on this dtaension of the problem, no

one can ignore the fact that it has a major bearing on the failure within the Group

of 18 to agree on the procedure for progra.me planning and the budget process. An

acceptable solution must preserve the authority of the General Assembly and indeed

the prerogatives of the Secretary-General in the formulation of budget proposals.

I should like to conclude by reiterating EY Gove~nment's deep commitment to

supporting all genuine efforts to improve the functioning of the United Nations.

Indeed, we believe that the Organization is on the threshold of a painful stage of

transition. The United Nations, like the nations whose L.ages it reflects,
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.us~ inevi~ably change and adap~ ~o changing cirCimlStances, bu~ ~here will be no

auick solutions. The changes tha~ .ust occur .ust necessarily come in a sys~ematic

way fully consistent wi~h the provisions of the Charter. They cannot be imposed or

dictated by any Mellber States or groups of States but .ust derive frOll widely

negotiated agreeaent among all Member Sta~es. That is the way we can best restore

the health of the Organization and at ~he same tt.e con~inue to maintain the

existing careful balance of the interests of all Member States, big or small, major

or minor contributors.

We ~rust, Mr. President, that under your able guidance and leadership we shall

in the ca.ing weeks be able to arr~ve at euch an acceptable solution. My

delegation pledges i~s readiness to co-operate constructively in such an endeavour.

Mr. SALAH (Jordan): Last Friday our Secretary-General alluded t~

cala.ities of nature and those which are man-made. During the week-end El Salvador

was struck by an earthquake tt ;'rt :aused tragic loss of life and extensive damage to

property. Our hearts go out to t, be bereaved and we express our deep sorrow and

heartfelt sympathy to the delegation of El Salvador.

Last Friday, too, we had the happy duty of elec~ing ~r. Perez de Cuellar by

acclamat~on to a second term of office as Secretary-General of the United Nations.

We congratulate him on a job well done and wish hi. every success and good health

in his next term.

The item before us has assumed special inportance and significance. The way

in which we handle it, tne way in which we deal with the report of the Group of 18

and the note of the Secretary-General CA/4l/663), dat:ed I OCtober 1986, will have

far-reaching conseauences. Jordan, therefore, approaches this task with openness

and flexibility and in a spirit of co-operation.
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Before I make sene gene.cal observations on the report, I should like to

cU~ress and describe briefly the clil!l8te that has surrounded the issue of the

crisis facing our Organization. Criticis. of the united Nations had been

IlIOUnting. In spite of some constructive voices,ich sought to strengthen the

Organization, a campaign to undermine the authority and credibility of the United

Nations had 'taken hold. It took the fortieth session of the General Assembly, the

commemorative session, at which faith in the united Nations and its purposes and

princip1ea was expressed at the highest level of authority, to redress that

situation. Within that healthier atmosphere it was eae1er to agree on the creation

of the Group of 18 to identify measures for further improving the efficiency of the

administrative and financial functioning of the United Nations. That atmosphere of

faith in the United Nations and mu1tilatera1ism and the need to iaprove its

financial and administrative functioning should continue to guide our deliberations

now.

In view of the time constraints and the complexity of the host of topics and

issues before it, the task of the Group of 18 was not an easy one. The convergence

of views on most of those topics bears testbaony to the excellent work carried out

by eXPerts of the highest qualifications and integrity representing different

geographical areas with divergent views. The team's work approaches the collective

will of Member States, and that should not be taken lightly. The Chairaan of the

Group, Ambassador Tom Vraa1sen of Norway, deserves our highest app£eciation and

thanks.

Jordan will have specific queries to raise and comments to make concerning a

number of recommendations during the factual exaaination of the report in the Fifth

Committee. Therefor~ sufficient time should be allowed in the Committee for that

purpose. At this stage we should like to make some o~servations.
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Pirst, most of the reCOlllllendations are acceptable to ay delegation and we

shall be ready to endorse thelll. We need, boweverr to eXaJline some further for

clarity of purpose. We should like to seek the ideas, the at'guments and the

rationale behind them.

Secondly, a few recommendations, sGCh as 25 and 26, call for further studies

or in-depth reviews. A time-span for the conclusion and submission of such studies

is given. In some cases the United Nations system. would b.! involved, and this is a

tall order. Attempts were made in the past, yet we seeJI to continue to be faced

with the same situation. One hopes that the purpose and the end result of such

studies and reviews will be positive and fruitful. It is a worthy cause and

essential for a better United Nations system. We submit that the role of Member

States and the effect of that role on the direction and functioning of United

Nations bodies and org~nizations should, within this context, also be studied.

Thirdly, many of the recommendations call for consolidation of departments,

reduction of the staff of certain depart-ents, the streamlining of the activities

of some and the abolition of others. This is particularly relevant to chapter Ill,

sections B, C, and D. We find much merit in flany of the~e recommendations,

especial~y in view of the growth in the activities undertaken by the Organization,

the changing needs of its Member States and the ability of the united Nations to

respond to these needs. There are, however, specific cases, such as

recommendation 22, dealing with special economic assistance programmes, that have

to be further examined.

Fourthly, chapter V of the report deals with monitoring, evaluation and

inspection. We note that the recommendations therein are limited to the Joint

Inspection Unit. We would have thought that evaluation and monitoring would be
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built in to each department and carried out on a continuous basis, allowing for

adjustments, termination and redeployment of progra.mes and projects - a process

with direct bearing on the progra.ae budget.

Fifthly, a lot has been said and written about personnel. We attach great

importance to personnel questions because we are dealing with the human element and

we are talking about the largest component in the bUdget. Our judgement is guided

by a number of criteria: maintenance and upgrading of the QUality, integrity, and

competence of the staffJ more equitable geographical distributionJ non-application

of pressure by Member StatesJ competitive working conditions to attract and

maintain the bestJ reduction of staff and redeployment allowing for a turnover of

new and young blood. In this respect my delegation is ready to endorse

recommendation 15 and we look forward to the submission by the Secretary-General of

a co-ordinated and sequential plan.

Sixth1y, a lack of co-ordination has been the cause of many deficiencies and

much waste. This is true at Headquarters and it is also true in the field.

Attempts have been made in the past and are suggested in the report to redress such

situations. In the wake of attempts towards a restructuring of the united Nations

system, the creation of the post of Director-General for Development and

International Economic Co-operation, with its limitations, and the designation of

Resident Co-ordinators in the field, one is sorry to conclude that co-ordination

has not improved. The contrary seems to be true. One major reason for such a

deteriorating situation is the position taken by Member States themselves. We, the

Governments, or our representatives in the different legislative bodies of the

United Nations system allow and even encourage th~ proliferation of departments and

field offices, or call for an organ or organization to undertake activitips that

are already covered by an existing one. How to deal with this phenomenon could be

part of the in-depth study for which the Group is calling.
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Those are SQle general observations on SOIIe of the reee-aendations of the

Group. As to those pertaining to planning and budget EChanisms, ay delegation

will co-operate with other delegations to reach a consensus. The budgetary process

is of paramount ~rtance. There seems to be a convergence of views on a number

of points, including: the participation of Member States in the decision-making

process i adht.~ence to rules and proce lres set by the General Assembly on

prioritiesJ improvement of intergovernmental machinerYJ and the importance of

co-ordinated programme planning and programme budgeting. This convergence of views

should be carried further to make it possible for practical procedures to be

adopted and for broad agreement to be reached on the content and level of the

bUdget. We are aware of the political reasons behind different positions, but we

are also aware that some of the activitiee undertaken by United Nations

organizations will continue to be justified as long as they reflect the inability

of the international community to come to grips with the underlring conflicts and

problems.

Jordan is one of the small States Members of this organization•. Like other

seall and medium-size countries, we would like to believe that ou~ overall

contribution within the United Nations was measured not by our capacity to pay but,

more important, by our faith in the Charter, our adherence to its purposes and

principles, our belief in multilateralism and our sincere desire to join hands to

make our Organization more efficient and relevant.

Lastly, we should think of and agreG upon a process for the implementation of

our recommendations. In the words of the secretary-General, we must

-achieve clarity not only on what needs to be done, but also on how and when

it can best be accoD1?lished-. (,./41/663, para. !)
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Hr. WIJ~ (Sri Lanka): At the very outset I wish to join flY J1any

colleagues who have expressed frOll this rostra their &yIIIpathy and condolences to

the Government and people of El Salvador in their hour of crisis. It is our

f~rvent hope that through their endeavours, cosbined with the assistance of the

international community, they will BOCn rehabilitate the_elves. Sri Lanka

supports the resolution which has just been adopted by the General Assellbly.

I take this opportunity also to offer Mr. Javier Perez de CuelIar the

congratulations and good wishes of Sri Lanka on his reappointment as

Secretary-General. ais wisdom and expertise will prove a great asset to the

Organization at this critical and decisive stage in its development. Ris

constructive attitude and sober approach to the present crisis in the united

Nations gives us hope and my delegation pledges our full support to hi. in the

years to come.

While the report of the Group of High-level Intergovernaental Experts, which

we are considering, is meant to review the efficiency of the administrative and

financial functioning of the United Nations, no one doubts that the real threat to

the viability and even the very existence, of the United Nations comes from

political factors which make this crisis that much more critical.
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The reaffirl8tion of their comBitaent to the tl1ited Nat!ons, its Charter and its

p"~nciples and purposes made by Beads of delegations in the general debate which

ended last week has been scmer and tempered w1 th a sense of pr8g_ tiSlll. SUch

pragmatism is healthier f.n the lQ1g run than an euphor: ic celebration of the united

Nations that could, if it lacked realisa, turn just as easUy into an elegy.

That the functioning of the thited Nations at administrative and financial

levels, requires a;rerhaul is univ«sally acknowledged. The report of the 18

high-level experts presented last week by Jlabassador Vraalsen of Norway is,

there fore, welcome as an impor tan t bas is for a process of ad, in is tra tive and

financial introspection in which all of us, whatever our indivicl1al contribution to

the thited Nations budget, must actively Participate. All of us Memer States

share in the expenses of the Organization, each according to its indivicl1al

financial abUi ties as assessed by the AsseJJbly. From this flows our belief in the

sovereign equality of all States Members and a firm rejection of the notion that

some countries by virtue of high payments are, therefoce, -mote equal- than

others. In our pol'itical processes at home, the wealthy do not have more votes

thMl the poa:. we should 1 ike th is to be the pcactice in the (hi ted Ni! tions as

well.

Decisions to improve the financial and adJDinistrative functioning of the

Q'lited Nations must therefore be taken by a collective decision after a careful

study of the experts' re1X)rt.

The 18 experts deserve our thanks for their efforts, particularly in

consideration of the magnitude of their task and the limited time available for its

completion. Their report contains several pcescriptions to heal an ailing

Organization, but the manner of dispensing these prescriptions in suitable doses

and in the appropr iate proportions remains unspecified. It will be the task of the

Assel'lbly and of the Fifth Ccmaittee to work these out carefully, taking care that
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the remedies do not cause mcx:e damge to th~ functiClling of the organizatiCll.

Beilledies which may help in the shcxt term in dealing with the more obv.&ous symptoms

my, in the l(l\g run, cause greater dUll!lge to the cClltinuing health and efficiency

of the Organization.

Obviously, it is not possible to co-.ent on all the recomendations p.1t

focward in the report in the space of this shoct state.ent. let lie, howE!"l~, make

a few brief observations.

The specific reco1llDendations in chapter 11, sectim A of the report

(91pplement No. 49, (A/41/49» deals with a nullber of suggestions relating to

changes in the intergovernmental machinery of the United Nations, some of which can

be implemen ted vi thout mlch delay if the Assellbly appcoves. Sri Lanka can

certainly support most of them. But, we must keep in mind that any changes should

not act to the detriment of important political and eccmomic objectives and

prograumes being pursued through this intergovernmental machinery. we can

certainly ratimalize the fmctiming of many thited Nations bodies, like the

Economic and Social Council (EQ)SOC) and the Main COIIIDittees, but we must not

cripple them ei ther by oyerloading them or by par ing down their resources to the

extent of redIcing them to the point of ineffectiveness.

irllUe the secretariat of the thited Nations certainly needs recx:ganization,

our eventual decisims in respect of chapter sIll and IV of the report must not

trim the fat to the extent of damaging essential lIuscle and sinew. The quality,

CXHIInitment and competence of the staff mst be maintained at a high level if the

secretariat is to live up to the high expectations all of us have of it. salaries,

terms and candi tims must be kept at a level attr active enough to br ing in, develop

and retain the best internatiooal talent available. The nurturing, with nue

consideration for geographical balance, of a pcofessimal '~dre with a high sense
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of loyalty, IIDtivation and dedication as impartial internaticnal civil servants

will be a major contribution to the efficient running of the united Natials. It

would be Ugeful in respect of chapter IV of the £epcxt to seek the views of those

who will be directly affected, namely, the staff of the United NatiClnS.

In many respects, the recommendations in chapter VI - Plaming and budget

proce&1re, will pose the greatest difficulties to reaching agreement. As we

disce:n, the Group of 18 themselves have remained in less than full agreement in

respect of their contribution in chapter VI. we nevertheless coIIIDend the Group

of 18 ror the serious and realistic manner in which they have addressed tJihat they

have perceived as inadequacies and inefficiencies in the functiClning of this

Organizaticn. It is ally to be expected that after 40 years of operatial, this

engine of international co-operation must be retuned to the realities of the

present ptoblellS and situations affecting the Or:ga'lization. There is little doubt

that aome of the present prcoeciJres are not in line with the aspit'ations of the

great nuDber: of States that have joined this Organization during the last

40 years. we observe that Member States have very little opportunity to put in a

word about the size of the budget or the apportionment of resources to the

ptogrammes of the United Nations. Hence the need to make practical arrangements to

draw up a budget tJihich is both financially somd and reflective of liabilities is

vital. All Members should have a hand in its formulatiCln. The question of seeking

the widest possible level of support, if not maniIlity, both al the level and

content of the budget and on the methodology for deciding and implementing

ptiorities in many respects constitutes the crux of the problem. ImprCNement in

the existing planning and budget mechanisms needs considerable examination and the

report of the 18 exper ts pcovides a star ting point in chapter VI, vi th three

different approaches being presented. As the Chairman of the Group has stated, any

new and improved budgetary mchinery a'ld procedure will have to be based upal full
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respect foe the principles and provisions of the Charter and the autbexity of the

General AsseDbly and its Fifth CCDlittee.

Although not part of the report~sy c1el~tim sees BOIIe merit in a review of

the provisions of Article 19 of the Charter with the view to perhaps rewc~ the

grace per iad for arrears. A str icter aCllerence to Article 17 and prOllPt paymenl; of

assessed cmtributions will assist in the short term.

All of us, in our separate ways, would like to see the best possible-return

from the financial t:Q'l tr ibu tions we make to the Oli ted NIl tions. If imprcnement in

the financial and adlllinistrative set-up are sought, let them be inspired by a

CClllJllQ'l commitment to the Charter rather than by a pursuit of narrow lmilateralism

which might sometimes seem attractive, particularly to those with financial power

and political influence.

In the final analysis, as my delegatim has said before, we are all

shareholders in an enterprise foe internatimal co-operatim. Foe Sri Lanka, as

for all Member States, whether ex not they care to concede it, the yield on the

investment is incalculable. Similarly, for the Namibians, the Palestinians and the

people of South Afr iea fighting for freedom and indep!nden~, the United Naticns

remains the central foeum in "Ihich they pursue internatiatal efforts to win their

rights. For small independent States, the tbited Natims remains the central

Organizatim that helps preserve natimal sC71ereignty and independence and offers

secur ity from external interference and intervention.
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Hr. ALBAN-BOLG01N (Colombia) (interpretation frOll Spanish): On behalf of

my Government and of my delegatien and on my own behalf, I wish to express to the

Government and people of El Salvador our solidarity with them and our deep

condolences at the tragic loss of life and extensive material damage caused by the

regrettable events of the past few days when the forces of nature struck

particularly the ca~ital of that fraternal country. We are confident that the

international community will respond speedily and generously to any request for

assistance. For its part, my country immediately took part in efforts to alleviate

the distressing situation and facilitate the process of reconstruction.

A year ago the General Assembly, in resolution 40/237, set up a Group of

High-level Intergovernmental Experts to Review the Efficiency of the Administrative

and Financial Functioning of the United Nations and, in full compliance with the

purposes and principles of the Charter, to make a contribution to the search for

solutions that would, over the long term, settle a situation th&t had reached the

stage of a serious crisis.

It has been rightly said that the present emergency is not the first one that

our Organization has faced, but, clearly, it is the worst crisis in our history.

There is a whole past record of failure on the part of numerous States - some of

them permanent members of the Security Council - to comply with Article 17 of the

Charter. To that we should add the decision, without prior notice, of one country,

which has in the past been a bitter critic of those who failed to abide by the

provisions of the Charter, to disregard its obligations under international

agreements.
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Here, it is important to recall the ruling of the International Court of

Justice to the effect t~at contributions established for Member States, in keeping

with t~e constitutional practices and procedures of the General Assembly, Rust be

accepted as obligations deriving from a treaty in compliance with the Char~er, and

such matters cannot be conditione(l by internal factors.

These circumstances have caused considerable harm, and this hara cannot be

dealt with satisfactorily until the fundamental causes are tackled. These causes,

as is well known, are primarily political in nature. It has been encouraging to

see that the overwhelming majority of the political leaders who have spoken in the

General Assembly have reaffirmed their commitment to multilateralism and to the

United Nations, and they have expressed strong support for the organizational,

financial and administrative reforms. In connection with this point, my delegation

wishes to express its thanks to the Group of Experts for the excellent way in which

they discharged the difficult task assigned to them by the General Assembly. That

Group'S observations, analysis and recommendations do represent a realistic

approach to change, with a view to overcoming the serious institutional and

financial problems facing the Organization over the long term.

My delegation shares the spirit and desire that guided the l8-aember Group of

Experts in their work. On the basis of respect for the principles set forth in the

Charter of the United Nations, they wish to improve the functioning of the

Organization so as to make it an effective forum for global co-operation; to

provide the international community with an effective instrumentJ and to provide a

place where countries can meet on an equal footing to harmonize their interests and

action in the political, economic and social field~.
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The note by the Secretary-General dated 1 OCtober (A/4l/663) on the report of

the Group of Experts sheds much light on this debate and should be an area of

agreement among Member States. The Secretary-General deserves our appreciation and

our unswerving support. He has taken courageous initiatives. The international

community has a duty to strengthen the world Organization. Our Organization is the

best instrument, on a broad scale, for the maintenance of peace and security. We

are aware of its great efforts at co-operation in many areas, and the crucial role

it must play in the world of the future. The Organization~s action must not be

undermined nor must its prestige he diminished because of the lack of a sound

financial basis or an improper allocation of available resources.

The report of the Group of Experts contains 71 recommendations, which refer

generally to an improvement in the administrative and financial functioning of. the

Organization. They concern a wise approach to programme objectives, a more

rational use of staff resources, and a simplification of its structure and

operations.

It is important to remind the General Assembly that the Group was set up in

order to point to measures and political solutions that would, over the medium and

long term, meet the problems facing the Organization. Over the short term, these

problems have taken the form of a severe financial crisis. Among the problems to

which it was hoped the Group would find a solution, there are the problems of the

total amount of the regular bUdget of the Organization and its content in terms of

programmes, the prorating of the expenses of the Organization, and the timely

payment of contributions. Unfortunately, the Group did not reach full agreement on

these subjects, which are so vital to the Organization, nor did it present

unanimous recommendations on them.
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The work done by the Group of Experts on lUny other utters pertaining to the

functioning of the Organization constitutes a valuable contribution and an

important ele..nt in the e.sential process of revitalizing and rationalizing

procecJures in the Unlt~ Rations, .atters to wbich all countries attach priority.

My delegation supports, in general, the proposals presented by the Group of

18, but we are not prepared to support each and everyone of the rec~ndations in

detail. SOII8 of the reee.endations are worued too vaguely, and in fact SOIle

recc.mendations contradict others. In addition, there are some proposals for which

proper justification is not given, and if they W8J:e adopted they aight just give

rise to new problems.
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Therefore, the Assembly 3hould refrain frOll·taking a hasty decision that would only

postpone dealing with probleJllS, or even create or worsen problems.

For those reasons, IIY delegation believes that the detailed consideration of

the Group's recOllllendations should take place in the forWll that the Assembly

possesses to deal with these specialized matters - that is, in the Fifth

eo-.ittee - with no suggestion that that calls into question the ob~ious agreement

that existed in the Group of 18. It should take place there in order to ~efine

more clearly the Group's intentions, to correct the inperfections to which

references have been made and to for.ulate recommendations in a form more suitable

for enactment and with a proper knowledge of all the consequences.

In that process the Fifth Committee - and the plenary Assembly in its turn -

should take into account the need to observe faithfully the provisions of the

Charter - not only the sovereign equality of States and their responsibilities and

obligations in the administrative and financial fields, but also the

responsibilities and undeniable prerogatives of the Secretary-General as the

Organization 5 s highest administrative official. ~n that context, we wish to

express our doubts about the drafting of re~endation 10.

The.Fifth Committee should also take into account the implications of some of

the Group's reCOBmendations for the united Nations system. It would not be

beneficial for the Organization, or for the so-called United Nations system, to

proceed without due caution, in an over-hasty, harmful way, in an attempt to

achieve more co-ordination.

To conclUde, I wish to remind representatives of the following words of the

President of Colombia, Dr. Virgilio Barco, in the Assembly on 1 OCtober:
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-Rope .ust once again arise a,ad inspire tha actions of the international

co_unity. The Orqanizat:ion must adapt to the vision of the different world

for which we hope, a world vastly different frOll the world of the founders at

San Prancisco. In ~rde~ t:o do t:his, c~tion is needed in at least four areas.

-The united Nations DUst establish a 1iaited list of priorities and

promote an aaainister them wit:h the best possible expertise and effeotiveness.

-The Secretary-Genera1, who acts on behalf of t~.-e large, the JIlediUll-sized

and the small States ~~ike, must have t:he necessary instruments and support to

carry out. his de1icat:e task to the full. • ••

8The financial COStR of the Organization, once its purposes have been

~estated, muat be more generously borne by all Members, including t:he

poorest. That is ~b~ only way in which we can prove our COIlIlitment.

·So far we hf.J.·,,· enaged to avoid another world conflagration. The

awareness of poverty and inequalit:y .ust lead t:o their elimination with the

same vigour with wbi~h we have repudiated war. This is the ideal of our

time: to wage war against injustice and inequality. If we uke up our .inds

to do so, it will take us less than 40 years, and we will have consolidated

the peace.· (A/41/PV.18, P. 12)

!tt. SHAH NAWAZ (Pakistan): The qu~stion of the efficiE:ncy of the

administrative and financial functioning of the United Nations, which is the

SUbject of review under agenda item 38, did not arise overnight. Its roots are

deep and the fungus of financial insolvency has taken many years to sprout.

Despite grave warnings frOB Secretary-General Perez de Cuellar and his tireless

efforts and exhortations, the budding financial crisis surfaced during the last

ye&;:, of his first aandate. It did so in a u!U\er which has .ade it 1JIperative for

all of U3 to recognize the threat it spells to the future growth, if not to the
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very existence, of the united Nations and to think in terJIIS of urgent remedies and

medi~ and long-term reforms.

We feel confident that the renewal of the Secretary-Genera1's mandate for

another term of five years is a promising beginning for the resolution with

efficiency and courage of the financial problems confronting the world body and 3n

a:lgury of its revitalization. My delegation congratulates Secretary-General

Perez de Cuellar on the renewal of his mandate and. assures him of its fullest

co-ope~ation in the accomplishment of the great tasks that lie ahead of him.

It would be no exaggeration to say that, given the circulllStances, for

159 Member States to function together under the umbrella of a United Nations,

overshadowed by the sUPer-Powers, borders on the miraculous. In order to ensura

its future g~owth as a repository of mankind's hope for a better world, we must,

despite its deficiencies, which are no more than a reflection of the shortcomings

of the world community itself, view the United Nations with optimism and regard it,

to adapt Voltaire's phraseology, as the best international organization in this

best of all possible worlds.

It is ironic that today, instead of continuing our p~eoccupation with the

vital is~ues of international peace and security, we should be debating a financial

crisis which threatens the very survival of this uniaue body. On the occasion of

its fortieth anniversary, Member States reaffirmed their faith in the purposes of

the United Nations and reiterated their commitment to its principles. The

international community also recogniZed the need to strengthen this world body so

that it could truly become an instrument of peaceful co-operation.

It was for those reasons that the General Assembly unanimously endorsed the

timely initiative of Japan for the establishment of a high-level intergovernmental

group to review the administrative and financial functioning of the United
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Nations. Since then processes of thin~i~g and evaluation have been set in motion

with renewed vigour, both within and outside the Organization, regarding its future

role and functioning. We welcome that as a sign of the vitality of the

international community and of a world-wide commitment to the United Nations.

In his report on the work of the organization, the secretary-General has

clearly identified the failure of some Member States to meet their financial

obligations under the Charter as the immediate cause of the financial crisis. He

has drawn our attention to the need to examine the underlying causes of the crisis,

which he describes as being Bfirst and foremost politicalB• (A/4l/l, p. 14)

It is evident that the Organization will be confronted with a fina~ial

problem whenever a Member State finding itself in disagreement with an approved

programme of the United Nations decides to withhold part of its assessed

contribution. The practice of withholding assessed contributions is a

contravention of the treaty obligations of Member States under the Charter. It

undermines the bu~getary process and threatens the organization's financial

viability.

The current financial crisis has lent new urgency to the need for reform in

the united Nations. We can turn the crisis into an opportunity and a catalyst for

action if we respond to it with wisdom and foresight. We must not allow the

Organization's present financial difficulties to divert our attention away from the

real, long-term objectives of reform. Nor should they be allowed to deflect or

distort our vision of the changes we should seek in this Organization.
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Despite all its shortcomings, the Organization embodies the highest values

shared by mankind. Among its greatest assets are its universality, diversity a~~

traditions of democratic equality. Any process of change and reform must preserve

rather than imperil the traditions of openness, equal participation and respect for

democratic procedures of the O~ganization. We must protect the essential role of

the United Nations as an independent forum Ear the promotion of peaceful

co-operation among all its Member States, large and small, rich and poor, whatever

their political or ideological persuasion, so that it can continue to be enriched

and revitalized by the mosaic of their diverse viewpoints and perspectives.

We recognize the need to improve the administrative and financial efficiency

of the Organization. However, its capacity to provide essential services and

assistance to Member States, in particular to the developing countries, must not be

allowed to be impaired in the process~ nor should its central role in promoting

multilateral co-operation, as envisaged in the Charter, be permitted to be

diminished. The principal objective of reform should be to enhance the

effectiveness and strengthen the capacity of the Organization to respond to the

changing needs and emerging challenges of our times.

It ~s within the framework of those broad objectives and parameters that any

effort to improve the administrative and financial functioning of thg united

Nations must be placed. It is widely recognized that over the years there has been

a proliferation of intergovernmental machinery, which has in turn spawned new

Secretariat structures. This has sometimes given rise to overlapping or

duplicative functions, adversely affecting its overall efficiency.

The High-level Group has made a wide-ranging review of those administrative

and financial problems. It has made important and far-reaching recommendations

touching upon almost all aspects of the work of the United Nations. I congratulate
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Mr. Vraalsen of Norway, the Chairman of the Group, on his skilful and able

leadership, as well as the other members of the Group who worked with great

diligence and dedication to accomplish a difficult task in the short time

apportioned to them.

The recommendations of the Group deserve a positive response. Most of them,

if implemented, would have long-term conseQUences and far-reaching implications for

the United Nations. !t is therefore essential that we examine all the

recommendations with the utmost care and thoroughness. In doing so we must be

guided by the sole criterion of what is good for the Organization as a whole.

It is evident that the decisions to be adopted at this Assembly will have to

take into account the differing nature of the various recommendations. The Group

has made three types of recommendations: first, those calling for specific actions

such as modifications of particular intergovernmental or Secretariat structures;

secondly, those which are of a more general charact~r, calling for streamlining,

consolidation or improving the efficiency of various bodies; thirdly, those which

call for reviews in broad fields of United Nations activity, such as the political,

economic and social sectors. Finally, in some areas, the Group could not formulate

agreed recommendations and in some others, perhaps because of the pressure of time,

it was unable to offer any comments.

It is obvious that all the recommendations cannot be treated in the same

manner. It is quite possible that some of them calling for specific action may

already be ripe for decisions at this session, after a careful analysis and review

of their practical feasibility as well as their compatibility with

intergovernmental mandates and priorities. On the other hand, recommendations of a

more general nature, calling for streamlining and so on, will have to be examined

not only at this Assembly but also by the Secretary-General over a long period

before specific decisions can be taken. Where the Group has called for extensive
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reviews these will entail a comprehensive and coherent approach, so that the

outcome of the reviews .ay bring about a clear isprovement instead of accentuating

the existing shortcomings.

My delegation considers it of the highest importance that the process of

reform resulting from these reviews is coherent, orderly and sequential. We agree

entirely with the Secretary-General's observation in his note (A/4l/663) that the

significant interrelationships among various measures need to be taken into careful

account. In particular there is a direCt relationship between the

intergovernmental machinery and the size, composition and work of the secretariat.

Any modifications in one will have to go hand in hand with changes in the other.

In this context we would have preferred to have had before us a detailed report

from the Secretariat giving its perception of the recommendations of the Group

of 18 and how they could be inplemented in a practical and meaningful manner, if

they were ~pproved by the General Assembly.

As regards the budgetary process, we note that the Group was unable to make

agreed recommendations. We consider it vital for the future of this Organization

that any changes in the machinery and procedures for evolving a broader agreement

on budgetary matters should be entirely consistent with the Charter. The powers of

the General Ass2mbly in this field must be fully respected. It is equally

important to maintain the necessary balance between the secretary-General's

prerogative to propose and the intergovernmental responsibility to review the

budget of the organi~ation. The search for new machinery and processes must not

invalidate the invaluable experience acquired over the years by the Advisory

Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Qnestions and the CoIll1littee on Programme

and Co-ordination.
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In the political field ~ delegation considers that the review should be

designed to enhance the capaci~ of the United Nations to identify potential

conflicts and emerging problems so as to enable it to take timely action. In this

regard the suggestions put forward by the Secretary-GeLleral, as well as those

considered by the Security Council over the past few years, should be fully taken

into account.

As regards the economic and social aector, it will be necessary to assimilate

carefully the lessons of the past and in particular the outcome of the

restructuring of the economic and social sectors initiated in 1975. The

streamlining of the intergovernmental and Secretariat structures in this field

should be considered, taking into account the need for a clear division of

responsibilities among the various forums such as the Second Committee, the

Economic and Social Council and 0:0 on.

In the administrative sector there is a clear need to minimize administrative

costs so that maximum resources can be allocated to substantive activities.

unfortunately, the High-level Group has not made any concrete recommendations in

ths area. We would have welcomed clearer guidelines for improving efficiency and

reducing costs, such as a possible benchmark or target figure for administrative

costs as a proportion of the total budget.

With regard to personnel, my delegation agrees entirely with the view

expressed by the Secretary-General that the United Nations must continue to attract

the most qualified staff in order to fulfil its functions effectively. Merit

should be the paramount consideration in recruitment and retention of staff. Any

reduction to be carried out should take into account the need for humane and fair

t~eatment. Furthermore, any formula for staff reductions should allow for

flexibility as to precise numbers or percentages. In this field, more than any
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otber, the prerogatives of the Secretary-General as the- ohief adrIinistrative

officer uncJer the Charter should be funy respected.

In tb9~ servioes area we see oonsiderable soope for ~roveJIents and

cost reductions without aeffecting the quality of servioes provided to Mesber

States. In this regard, UIOng other _asures, a review of standard costs wbich

were established Cl long tiJle ago could yield positive results •
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There are lllany important areas which reflect on the efficiency of the

Secretariat and the intergovernmental aachlnery which have escaped the attention of

the High-level Group. One of the IDOst illlpOrtant auestions in this regard relates

to the scale of assesnent which, baaed on our recent experience" .ust be taken up

in any comprehensive exercise aimed at making the united Nations more effective and

financially viable.

As we embark on this vital exercise for the refors and revival of the United

Nations, let us keep constantly in view the historic importance of this endeavour.

We must not forget the price of failure. Nor should we permit transitory financial

or political difficulties to overwhelm us. We sust keep our eyes fixed on the

central goal of rebuilding the United Nations as a sound and vibrant institution

able to respond to the many challenges of our time. 1 can assure the Assembly that

the Pakistan delegation is determined to work in this constructive spirit with

other delegations to realize this goal. 1 am confident that together we shall

succeed.

Before 1 conclude, let me express r on behalf of the Government and people of

Pakistan r our deepest sympathies and profound condolences to the Government and

people of El Salvador on the recent tragic events which resulted in heavy loss of

life and property. In this context r Pakistan fully supports the resolution adopted

by the General Assembly this morning.

Mr. LI Luye (China) (interpretation from Chinese): At the outset r the

Chinese delegation would like to join other delegations in extending its profound

sympathy and condolences to the Government and people of El Salvador on the

disastrous earthquake that they have Buffered.

The current session of the General Assembly is considering the report of the

Group of the High-level Intergovernmental Experts to Review the Efficiency of the

Administrative and Financial Functioning of the United Nations. We have heard the
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Chairaan of tbe Group introduce it. Delegations have expressed a variety of views

and ca.Dents on the ~eport. Tbis is an encouraging sign, for it sbows bow sucb

concern tbe Me.ber States feel for this illpOrtant issue. The Chinese delegation

also attaches great mportance \~o ttle report and regards it as a significant

beginning of the reform process of the united Rations itself. In evaluating this

report, it is necessary for us to be not only aindful of the constant changes and

developments in the international arena over the past 40 years but also conscious

of the NOre complex challenges the Organization may face in future years and

consequently the need for a highly efficient and stronger United Nations in order

to cope with such challenging situations.

The United Rations is now at a crucial juncture in its own development. We

may reach a fair assessment of the successes and failures in the work of the

Organization only when we study the issue objectively and fra. the historical

perspective.

As compared witb 40 years ago, the United Rations is functioning today with

greater universality and strengthened vitality in upholding the purposes and

principles of the Charter. This indeed represents a giant step forward in the

progress of the united Nations and is the fundamental reason for its abiding

viability. It is therefore our task today to protect and prc.ote this progressive

trend and turn it into a driving force for improve.ent of the Organization so as to

further strengthen its role, rather than to take a negative approach towards the

Organization, restraining and weakening its powers and functions.

Eauality of all States irrespective of size is the most basic principle of the

Charter and the very foundation on which the Organization is established. The

effectiveness of the Organization will be lasting and just only when it is based on

universal equality among all Member States. In essence, the advantage of the
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United Nations lies precisely in the fact that all Member States, rich or poor, big

or small, enjoy equal rights. We should no0. only affirm but, above all, endeavour

to uphold this principle. Only when the weak are free from the bullying of the

strong, the small have the respect of the big, can the United Nations play a fuller

role. Should the principle of equal rights be tranpled on and replaced by such

ideas as ·buying rights with money·, or ·more money, more rights·, or ·no more

rights, no more money·, thereby turning the qnited Nations into a commercial entity

where issues are judged not on merits but on the criterion of money, the great

edifice built here by the founding fathers would be shaken to its very foundation.

We should understand that the United Nations, entrusted with a noble historical

mission, has from its very inception never been based on money.

As different ideologies and various forces reflecting the great diversity of

today's world assemble in the United Nations, conflicts of interest and differences

of opinion are bound to crop up. For the sake of world peace, co-operation and

development, we must be adept at seeking peaceful coexistence that transcends

ideologies and parochial interests. There is no other choice. The Charter

stipulates that Member States enjoy certain rights on the one hand and are bound by

certain obligations on the other. No country should attempt to impose its will on

others and, still less, undertake unilateral actions. Only a political will to act

accordingly will enable us to build mutual trust and understanding for extensive

co-operation. To attain this goal, all Member States should endeavour to seek

consensus on the major issues, and if compromise is not feasible, they should,

none the less, act in accordance with the democratic rules and procedure as

provided for in the Charter. A minority of States should not use their rights

abusively, nor should their obstruction be allowed to impair the interests of the

collective, because this will not help strengthen the role and efficiency of the

OrganizationJ on the contrary, it will cripple it and render it powerless.
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The presen~ crisis confron~ing ~he United Nations is ~he resul~ of the

syndrOlle of financial Shortage and poli~ical inaction. While nei~her of the two

should be overlooked, the latter is of a IIOre fundamental character. Any

prescription that may enable the Organization ~o weather the curren~ crisis will

have ~o be found in the self-criticism of Member States and 8Ough~ in the necessary

reforms.

The Chinese delegation is of the view tha~ so long as all Member States are

guided by the above principle, show their sincerity, render full co-operation and

start by themselves to undertake commitments and take real action, we will be able

to turn the present crisis into an opportunity promising a fresh turn for the

better, so as to enable the united Nations to eabark on a road toward greater

perfection.*

*Kr. Al-Ansi (oman), Vice-President, took the Chair.
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In this spirit, the Chinese delegation appreciates the work of the Group of 18

and favours many of the measu~es for reform proposed in the Group's

recommendatiuns. There are indeed areas of great waste in the united Nations. The

proliferation of documents and meetings has not only overstrained our financial

capacities but has also seriously undermined our efforts to improve efficiency.

The re~orm of intergovernmental bodies has become imperative. The Secretariat is

bloated. The overlapping and overstaffing of departments and offices must be

corrected.

The Chinese delegation expresses its understanding of the inability of the

Group of Experts to agree on certain conclusions and recommendations in the report

and believes that those. differences involve matters of principle and substance.

That the experts have used a cautious approach in referring these isues to the

General Assembly demonstrates their sense of responsibility. The Chinese

delegation cannot concur in certain recommendations in the report. For instance,

proposal (a) in chapter VI suggests that decisions on bUdgetary matters be made by

consensus, which may well result in abuse and invite a auasi-veto. We are in

favour of efforts to seek consensus but can never agree to nullify the existing

democratic procedures provided by the Charter on account of such consensus. Again

in the report, recommendations 55 and 57 reflect different propositions with regard

to the ratio between fixed-term and permanent contracts of staff members employed

in the United Nations. We hold that the question of the length of employment of a

staff member is a matter which has been affirmed by General Assembly resolutions in

the past and should not be changed. As for the other areas in the report that need

improvement or further clarification, we will comment on them in detail at other

relevant meetings.
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This debate on the budget issues and the report ot the Group' of Experts has a

direct bearing on the success or failure of the refor. of the united Nations since

it affects the orientation of the Organization, tbe universal rights of the MeJlber

States and the changes in the structure and syeteJI of the institu~ion in tbe

future. In the spirit of supporting all rational reforllS and of being cautious and

realistic, the Chinese delegation will work in co-operation with the other

delegations to ensure that the first step the United Nations takes towards reforms

will be a sound one.

Hr. IItJCm (German DeJIOc:ratic Republic): My delegation would like to join

those that have already spoken in extending its deep ByJIIIpathy and condolences to

the people of El Salvador on tbe tragic loss of life and extensive aaterial damage

caused by the recent earthquake.

On the occ:asion of the session c~rating the fortieth anniversary of the

united Nations, Heads of State and Government reaffirmed, in an impressive way, the

loyalty of tbeir States to the purposes and principles of the United Nations It

was expressly declared that, in the interest of tbe maintenance and strengthening

of international peace and security, the United Nations and lIultilateralisra in

international relations could not be dispensed with. On the ~ntrary, the world

needs the United Nations, it needs a stroJ~ and effective world organization that

will contribute to averting the danger of a nuclear inferno, to ending the arms

race on Earth and to preventing its spread to outer space. The priority of these

vital questions confronting mankind, which in the nuclear and space age have bec:ome

c;lUestions of survival, was clearly underlined at the meeting of the highest

representatives of the Soviet Union and the United States in Reykjavik, and they

will remain on the agenda until they are settled.
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What is necess'ary is to reinforce in the United Nations also the policy of

engaging in result-oriented political dialogue and to establish a world-wide

coaliticn of ccmmon ser.se ~nd ~eali~= There Is an urgent need for the united

~ations to overcome social and economic injustice, poverty and hunger, to implement

buman rights and to eliJllinate oppression and exploitation. Today we need the

United Nations more than ever before as a centre for dialogue, understanding and

co-operation. This is also the declared position of the German Democratic

Republic.

The broad activities of the world Organization are closely followed and highly

appreciated in my country. The delland for an enhancement of the effectiveness of

its work has our full support. It is, however, coq»letely inconceivable and

unacceptable that, using the pretext of shortcomings as regards its efficiency in

the administrative and financial fields, the material and financial basis for the

entire activities of the Organization should be jeopardized by the unilateral

measures of one Member State. Under such a pretex~, it is intended that the

Organization should not only abandon consideration of its main tasks but should

also be politically blackmailed. My delegation considers it unsatisfactory, for

instance, that, on the occasion of the commemorative session last year, only a

decision concerning a review of the effectiveness of the administrative and

financial activities was adopted and that at the last minute a political

declaration, whic:h had been prepared long in advance and had been agreed upon to a

very large extent, did not materialize.

My delegation nevertheless commended and supported the establishment of the

Group of High-level Intergovernmental Experts. We eXPected from its review of the

efficiency of the administrative and financial functioning of the United ~ations

substantive data on, and evaluations of, the actual performance and productivity of

the United Nations and data on the effective utilization of its resources, as well
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as concrete recc.endations for the overall strengthening of the organization. In

these expectations we have not been disappointed.

The report sutaittec1 by the Group of 18 i!!!!ieate!S for t.~ thorough and

responsible work that vas done by the intergoverDlM!otal experts. In a relatively

short tbte, they have 1Iastered a tre.endous wrk-load and listed a great number of

. realistic and reaarkable solutions for enhancing the efficiency of the

administrative and financial functioning of the United Nations. We should like to

express our sincere thanks to the experts and to the CbairJIaD of the Group,

~ssador Vraalsen, as well !lS to all the persons and institutions tbat assisted

them, above all to the Secretary-General, vith vboII the expeI'ts co-operated so

closely, for their outstanding perfonaance.
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I should like to eIIPluize tha1: the delegation of the German DeDDcratic

Republic regards the report s~lIitted by the Group of 18 as extremely useful and

supports most of the reccmaendations ccntained in it which are in calformity with

the Charter and with the fundamental decisions of the General Assembly.

SUch reCOllDlendations as those al the ratialalization of calferences and

documentation, on the avoidance of duplication of work and overlapping of agendas,

00 the simplification of structures ex on the reduction of staff could be adopted

by the General Assembly iImIediately after consideration of the modalities of their

implementation by the Fifth Ca.ittee and ensuring thelr adequate centrol by

relevant intergovernmental bodies. Such measures would favourably influence

cost-effectiveness and make budgetary reciJctions possible.

SOme recolllDendations contain interesting proposals for solutiens, but they

require further and detailed examinatial. The German DeDDcretic Repoolic welcomes,

for instance, the recoDDendation that an intergovernmental body, to be designated

by the General Assemly, should study how a higher degree of effectiveness of the

organs in the economic and social fields can be achieved by modified structuring

and organizatien. It should also be the task of that body, in the view of my

delegatien, to study the usefulness and feasibility of the reeomnendation on

merg ing the management of opera tienal acHvi ties and ftnds wi th the U'li ted Na tions

Developnent Programne (mDp), and on improving the co-ordination of the

co-operation of organs and. organizations within the O1ited Nations system in the

economic and social fields.

In addition to this, it must be stated that there is a remarkable degree of

basic agreement wi th regard to the planning and budgeting procedures. Regarding

the three proposed versi<X1s, those points on which we agree outnunber those on

which we do not agree~ but th~e differences, of course, cannot be ic.J'lored.
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Like other delegations, ay delegatico holds the view that the responsibUity

of the General Assembly for the size of the budget, for the .tilUlation of

priorities and for financing certain activities aust be strengthened. It should be

clearly stat:>&'tJ that the actual available resources and the prior ities jointly set

by the Mellber States aust be taken into account to a greater extent than before.

Therefore, it is important, abO'le all, that the process of planning and

budgeting be Wlified and that the Menber Sta tes have the oppoctWli ty to examine the

pcoposals JIlMe thoroughly pr ior to theit adoptico. The German DelDOCratic Republic

is convineed that, as a r esult of a COIl~ ei\ens ive discuss ion of these ques tions, a

ptoce&ire for planning and bUdgeting acceptable to all States can be adopted. My

delegation is ready to discuss all these questions in a constructive and

co~perative way.

A few reoolBlendations, hC7tltever, do not prOllOte the attainment of the declared

objective of enhancing the effectiveness of the thited Nations. Indeed, they are

diametr ically opposed to that aim, contradict the Charter and fundamental decisions

of the General Assellbly and are designed exclusiVely to PCOllOte me-sided political

interests. I refer to some EOints contained in the rec:ouendations regarding

personnel, especially the issue of the ratio between per1l!l1ent staff meDbers and

staff memets on fixed-term appointments.

The Charter contains, in Article 101, paragraph 3, two essential components

regarding the appointment and employment of staff. The first me stipulates the

secur ing ·of the highest standards of efficiency, competence, and integr ityR. we

agree with the demand that the standards fOl: the selection of canpetent candidates

for the respective posts have to be constantly reviewed and raised. It remains to

be seen, however, llihe ther the pcoeedure of COIDpe ti tive e xamina tions, whi ch, CM ing

to its enormous oost is questioned by other countries besides mine, will lead to an
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iIIpcO'1ellent. At least the general extension of that procedure to P-3 posts seellS

to be inadmissible and in cxmtradiction with the resolutions of the General

Assellbly. As regards the second CCllpalent, naaely, • recrui ting the s i:aff on as

wide a geographical basis as p)ssible·, although this has been repeatedly described

by the General AsseJlbly as a necessity foe equitable geographical representation,

it has by no means been s\i)stantially taken into account.

In this connectim, we should like to draw attention to the fact that, despite

repeated offers of quite a nlDlber of hi~ly qualified candidates for work in the

secretariat at all levels, the German Demcratic Rep\i)lic is still ammg the

countries most mder-represented in the secretariat. It is not for lack of

qualified candidates that the mder-representation has not been overcome, but the

fact that a large nUlllber of existing posts are occupied by staff with permanent

cmtracts.. Consequently, for a staff mellber of the secretariat, after he has been

appointed CI'l a permanent basis, his efficiency and qualifications matter Q'lly with

regard to his pr01lDtion « upgrading, not vi th regard to h is employment as such ..

Frankly, this outdated type of perBa\nel p::tlicy is not ooly in oontrast to the

principle of perforJlance wic:h deterllines employment in gO'1ernment administration,

science, industry and agr iculture in J1l'f own oountry but also completely contrary to

the perforaance standards applied in science and industry in, foe instance, the

un i ted Sta tes ~

The endorsement of permanent contracts as a desirable principle for the United

Nations secretariat c:amot be supported by my delegation. The ratio of no m«e

than SO per cent of na~\onals appointed Q'l a fhed-term basis, as .oposed in

recaamendations SS and 57, is totally macceptable. SUch an approach constitutes

discriminatory interference in the freedoll of choice of a candidate of th,:.

ccndi tions lD'lder tlIbich he wants to serve in the w«ld Organizatioo.
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we are not oppcsed to repeated er even lcng-tera renewals of fixed-term

contracts, since an experienced and competent staff is indispensable. we

reCOllJllend, however, consideration of _ether it would not better serve the

enhancement of effectiveness if the perforaance and qualifications (If a staff

melllber were ex_ined in relatim to the required standards for his pest as a

F~ondition of renewal of the contract each time the fixed-ter. contract expired.

Furthermoce, the German DellOeratic Repmlic would have appreciated it if the

Group of 18 had developed new ideas on ensuring application of the principle of

equitable geographical reFesentation in the int~national secretariat of the

United Nations and had reaffirmed, at least for wader-represented countr ies, the

procedure of replacement as it applied previously.
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The recruitment freeze further increased the existing dispcopoctions. This trend

of developnent absolutely must be stopped. In view of the colllplexity of the

questions dealt with in dlapter IV of the report, my delegation is ready to suppcxt

the proposal already put forward several times in this debate to refer the entire

canplex of problems to the International Civil Service CCllZlissim (ICSC) for

further consideration.

The question of enhancing the effectiveness of the United Natiens is of the

greatest significance to all Maaber States. It is to be recommended that a

thorOUgh examination of all possibilities to that end should be carried out, that

is, here in the plenary AsseJlbly as well as in the Pi fth COIIIlIli ttee and other

competent bodies. We believe that the present debate should not be the end of the

process of reviewing such an important field, and we expect the review to become a

permanent working method within the United Natims system.

We conside= it, howevec, decisive that measures should be developed and

adopted which are based m the collective vill of all Member States and will the

support of all groups of States. It is almg these lines that the delegation of

the German Democratic Rep.lblic will continue its co-operation and will give further

detailed comments iihen the problem is discussed in the Pifth COBllittee and in

connection with other agenda items of this General Assembly sessial.

Hr. MOYA PALENCIA (Mexico) (interpretatim fran Spanish): The delegation

of Mexico wishes to express its thanks to Ambassador Tom Vraalsen, the Chairman of

the Group of 18, for his clear introcilction of the Group's report to the General

Assembly.

We should also like to express our appreciation to the 18 experts who made up

the Group for their excellent work and their tireless efforts to reach agreement a'l

the very delicate questions assigned to the.. Their extensive terms of reference,

and the Hmi ted time available to them, mde great demands on their knowledge and
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diploetic skill. The results r which we now have befcxe us, are a testiJDa1Y to

their abUity.

The administrative and financial functiCl'ling of the OrganizatiQ'l has becolll! a

source of major CCl'lCer.1 to a growing numer of Member States. It would be in

everybody's interest if the Organization could be lIade to functiQ'l betteq no one

group could be said to have a special stake in this. we believe that there is no

link between what some have called ·fin~cial responsibUity- and the contributiQ'l

of individual Memer States to the tbited Nations budqet~ those cQ'ltributio~a are

assessed in proportion to the level of the gross national proci1ct r therefore they

are eCQ'lomically egali tar ian and equi table.

In his address to the General Assembly three weeks agar the President of

MexiCO r Miguel da La Madrid said:

- ••• we cannot deny that the multilateral system has faced clear difficulties

CHer the past several years r some structural and some political. The

extraordinary growth of the Organization in recent years has complicated its

operatiQ'l~ its effectiveness has therefcxe been decreased. There is no doubt

that strengthening the Organization requires changes to streamline its

activi ties and r abCHe all r to facUi ta te implementa tion. That would enable us

to restore its legitimaCYr and even r for SOlDer its credibility.

-To the Organization's administrative difficulties have now been added

the financial prwlems which are largely the result of the faUure of several

Memer States to pay their assessed CQ'ltributial.- (A/4UPV.8, page 7)

The report of the Group of 18 will doubtless contribute to an imprCHement in

the administrative and fwancial efficiency of the Organizatioo. But strengthening

also requires that Member States fully pay their assessments to the regular budget

of the Organization in full, in accordance with their obligations lmder the
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Cbarter,; those payments are not to be viewed as a fcxa of milateral cbarity, they

are obligations under international law.

we believe that we are dealing not so MUch with a pcobleJI of efficiency as

effectivenesn, and that effectiveness bas often been h_pered by the lack of

p:>litical will of se:-e States. The OrganizatiCl'l, if it is to beco_ strCl'lger,

requires, in the words of the President of Mexico:

-the illlprcwellent of institutions,; effectiveness in reaching goals,; collplet:e

respect for ~inc1ples,; and the genuine political will ... - (page 8)

we studied very carefully the rep:>rt of the Group of 18 (A/41/49) and the

relevant note of i;he secretary-General (Ai·Il/663).

The delegatiCl'l of Mexico is pcepared to accept BIOSt of the rec:o_endatiCl'ls of

the Group, as they appear in the report. However, we agree w1 th those deleCjations

which have said that SCBe of the rec:oaaendat1ons require further consideratial and

require certain alterations and refinements if they are to be iapleaented

effectiv,C!ly, and if they are really to be directed to imprO\l'ing the efficiency of

the administrative and financial fmctiCl'ling of the OrganizatiCl'l. Bere, without

now going into details, we would refer the Assembly to reco-.endatiCl'ls 3 (e) p.6;

8 (3) (d) p.7,; 15 (p.ll), 22 and 24 (p.13).

Several representatives have said here that the Group of 18 was hampered by

time limits. The delegation of Mexico accordingly bvelieves that the Group's work

should now be suppleaented by a careful review by the coJllPetent CoIaittee of the

General Ass\!l'Ilbly, the Fifth CClBJIittee,; and we hope that that COlIDittee will present

its ooncIusials on the report to the plenary Assembly. But it must be given

sufficient time for that purpose.

Regarding Chapter VI, on Planning and bUdget procecl.1re, we noted that the 18

e;cperts could not reach agreement, in spite of the fact that the views expcessed

coincided al many points. Here, my delegation would like to eXPress its
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pceference for 1Iihat is called the alternative (br. we believe that the text of

that alternative reflects efforts by the experts associated with it to reach

agreement wi th the other aeabers of the Group.

However, we are pcepared to undertake negotiations with a view to arl'iving at

a c<Xlclusi<Xl that is Wlanimous or at least repcesents a Ixoad _jcxity view.

Rather than clinging to any of the opini<Xls which have been set forth in the report

it might be best to work <Xl the basis of ceaJIally agreed aim, wich should include

strengthening the efficiency of the organization, in str lct accordance with the

purposes and pccwislons of the Charter, establishing budgetary mchinery that would
.

allow Member States to participate IIOre actively in the preparati<Xl of the

medi\ID-term plan and the programme budget, in order to carry out the necessary

intergovernmental orientation, from the very beginning of the budgetary process~

improving the fm1cticning of the COIIIlIittee on prograame and Co-exdinaticn (CPC),

while ensur ing that its terms of reference are applied atr ictly in keeping with the

rules gcwerning progrume plaming and the pl:ogrcumaing aspects of the budget;

establishing a clear divisi<Xl of responsibilities between CPC and the 1ldvisory

COOIIllittee Ql Administrative and B.1dgetary Questions (ACABQ), and establish a system

whereby Member States could agree at the outset <Xl an indicative total for the

funds needed for the budgetary biemiln, together with a specification of the

so-called ·add-ons·, or additi<Xlal expenses. we believe that if Member states can

agree on these aim, we shall have a basis for reaching substantial agreement on

chapter VI.
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It has been said that the pcocess of refexa in the procedures f« planning and

budgeting has caused a lingering feeling of doubt and concern. If that is true, it

is because it cannot be accepted that the pcocess of refexa mould be used to

disguise a desire for a weighted voting systes in the decision-making process,

ei ther openly ex in a cOl1ert aanner, or to sploy budgetary ~essure to coerce the

organization. There certainly cannot be agreement, if that is indeed the

intention. If it is not the intentim, then there is no reason why this process

should be a PI!Iinful me, and the delegation of Mexico is prepared to contribute, in

a constructive. and flexible spirit, to iJapcOl7ellents in budgetary procedures and in

the strengthening of the deaocratization of this organization.

My delegation would stress, with the secretary-General,

- ••• the importance of seeing the changes that need to be sade as an orderly,

sequential ~ocess th&t will persit rational and adequately planned

implementation.· (A/4l/663, para. 5)

As we are de;tling with the future of the organization it would be

inappropr iate to rush into decisions. The Group of 18 has begun the process of

reform. In this process the role of the secretary-General, as the highest

administrative official in the Organization, will be fundaaental. His re-election

by acclamation is inter alia a tribute to his tireless and wise adllinistrative

work, and to his efforts t'4 iaprOl7e the functiming of the United Nations. we

assure him again of our support as he enters at his second mandate.

Just as the efficiency of the Organization lies in the interest of all Mellber

Sta tes, the support of all Mellber Sta tee fa: the secretary-General and the

Organization is indispensable if, as a result of the refers process, we are to have

a strQ'1ger, mexe efficient, more solid and more dellOcratic thited Nations. we

would repeat that the report of the Group of 18 is the beginning, not the end, of

the process of reform.
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Our delegation believes that the question of the administrative and financial

efficiency of the Organization is and must be considered, frOll now on, as a live

and algoing topic.

Sir John TIDMSON (Olited Kingdom) ~ On behalf of the EUropean COIIIIunity

and its memer sta tee, I wish first to offer our deepest sympa thy to the G<wermtent

and people of El salvador following the tragic earthquake. The COIIIIiunity and its

mellber States have already 1l000ed swiftly to dispatch urgently needed relief

supplies to ease the suffering of the victi.s of the earthquake. we will keep in

Caltact wi th the G<wernment of El salvador and consult ewer further measures once

the needs are known.

In this debate on the ~eport of the Group of High-level Intergovernmental

Experts, I have the honour to speak on behalf of the 12 melllber States of the

European COIIII'Dunity. The 1\telve uish at the outset to reaffirm their supper t for

the Charter and for the Organization. A wexld like ours, whose nations are

increasingly interdependent, has a correspondingly greater need for stralg and

vital multilateral institutions. The O\ited Nations itself is the cexner-stone of

the multilateral system. For our part, therefore, we h~e no doubt that this

debate deals with ale of the most crucial issues of the present session, and that

what we decide here in this AsseJllbly over the next few days will be of the utmost

importance for the future of this Organization.

The Twelve have been str uc:k by the attention pIS id to th is issue dur ing the

general debate and by the thoughtful ccmtributions we have heard there. we are

encouraged that so many of those who spoke have given their broad support to the

report in front of us.

Many speakers have pointed out that the situation we face is p)litical and not

simply a problem of finance: it arises from a crisis of confidence which is felt

\
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not mly in this building but IUcb acxe widely. The IICDdate we gave to the Group

of 18 8igh-level Intergoverrmental Bltperts did not include an instruction to

reaolve the financial crisis. Nevertheless, I think we are all conscious that

there is in practical political teras a close link between their report and the

lmg-tera adainistrative and financial well-being of the organizatim. I believe

there is a general hope in this Asaetlbly that the report of the Group of 18 will

help us resolve ex at least alleviate the financial crisis. we cannot close our

eyes to the extent and the urgency of the financial situatim. As the

secretary-General has _phasized in his useful and iJBportant review on the report

of the Group of 18:

- ••• the organization oontinues to face cs grave and immediate financial

crisis. liitether tbe thited Nations will remain solvent in the last IIcnthS of

this year remains even now an open question.- (A/4l/663, para. !!)

This is a warning of the utllOSt seriousness.

We are aware of a widespread feeling that the organization will somehow cope

with its problellS mtil next year. Even if it does - and there are grave doubts

that it will - it will have achieved ooly a te~rary respi te froll its illness, not

a cure. we have the responsibility, and the oppcxtmity, to find a cure, and we

.ust seize that opportunity now while there is time.
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The Twelve have consistently made clea~ their view that all statEs should pay

their assessed contributions in full, in accordance with their Charter

obligations. To fail in that resPeCt is to be in breaqh of international

obligations. It remail1s the position of the Twelve that respect for international

obligations is indispensable if united Nations finances are to be placed on a sound

footing.

Another basic obligation under the Charter is' to respect the sovereign

equality of all Member States. Every country, both large and small, should not

only have its voice heard, but be assured that it is heard. But we should also

face up to political realities. As the Secretary-General pointed out last

December, even though the budget then adopted by the Fifth Committee provided for a

real growth of only 0.1 per cent, Member states which accounted for almost

80 per cent of the assessed budget either cast a negative vote or abstained in the

vote (A/40tpV.122)e The Secretary-General described that situation as disturbing

evidence of a growing division in the membership on financial matters which, if

long continued, could have very negative implications for the Organization. The

Twelve agree with that view. It is plainly unsatisfacto~ywhen the budget, which

reflects·the Organization's work, is a matter for seriouH contention. The Twelve

believe that a solution must be found to the problem of promoting agreement on key

. budgetary issues.

The recommendations of the Group of 18 cOM?rise administrative and financial

reforms of the kind which any organization must implement if it is to achieve

efficiency and effectiveness. After 40 years of growth and activity it is

appropriate for the united Nations to have a spring-cleaning. The recommendations

will help us to do that. They provide an essential basis for the changes which the

Organization will need to implement if it is to secure its long-term well-being.
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We look forward to the co.aents which the Secretary-General expects to sumit on

individual proposals in the report as the General Assembly pursues its

consideration of it.

The Group of High-level Bxpel'tl3 has done .:an excellent job, in the limited time

available to it, and we congratulate it. Its report is a substantial foundation on

which we can build. Indeed, it is more than a foundation, it is the greater part

of the building. The bulk of the experts' reCOllRendations - in Chapters I to V of

the rel.?Ort - seem to us to be valuable, constructive, necessary and at times

self-evident. That is why we can accept them broadly·as they stand.

Nevertheless, an important eleMent of the edifice, that part concerning the

budgetary process - Chapter VI - remains incomplete. If it is not finished

prOPerly, and soon, the weather may get in and damage the rest. The Twelve share

tte crucial judgement of the Secretary-General that there is evident agreement on

waveral central points in this regard, including

-the need for an imprOVed intergovernmental machinery that can deal more

thoroughly with questions relateu to the budget, the advisability of earlier

participation by Member States in the programme and budget process, the

importance of co-ordinated programme planning and programme budgeting, and the

need for early establishment of guidance by the General Assembly on the level

of resources within which expenditures during a biennium would be

accommodated.- (A/4l/663, paLa. 6)

We also agree with the secretary-General - and this is a vital point - that with a
.

further effort an dgreement on this SUbject which is consistent with the Charter

can be reached. The Twelve are resolved to support, and assist to the best of

their ability, negotiations to ~rldge the final gap in a manner acceptable to the

membership as a whole. We believe that it can be done, and that it must be done.
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The Twelve have given careful consideration to those issues, which in our view

go to the heart of the political and financial problems that beset the

Organization. We believe that changes should be made in the system, changes which

will produce broader consensus on financial issues and help overcome the reluctance

of some members to meet their financial obligations. In particular, we support the

creation of an improved mechanism to consider the programme budget, structured so

as to ensure effective decision-making and to contribute to greater rationalization

and efficiency within the system. We are firm in our support for the Charter and

for a strong and effective Organization. Greater budgetary discipline, improved

co-ordination and rigorous adherence to priorities can only strengthen the

Organization and ensure its future stability and vigour.

The Twelve are delighted that, under the President's auspices, a debate has

been arranged so early in the session. We share his conviction of the urgency of

the matter. We believe that following this debate the item should be remitted to

the Fifth Committee, and that that Committee, after a factual examination of the

report within the scope of its responsibilities, should submit its findings to the

Assembly, so that we can take up the debate again next week and bring it to a

satisfactory conclusion. It is our sincere hope ti~t in the light of those

discussions it will be possible to reach agreement here by consensus on the way

ahead. The agreed changes must then be implemented constructively and

expeditiously.

Finally, the Twelve - and I reiterate that I speak on behalf of the Twelve -

as responsible States Members of the United Nations, stand ready to play their part

in achieving such an outcome.
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Mr. GBAREKHAN (India): At the outset, I wish to express our deep sorrow

condolences go out to the families of the deceased and to all those injured and

adversely affected.

I should i~ke to take this opportunity to express my delegation's profound

satisfaction at the unanimous re-election of Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar as

Secretary-General. The problems facing the community of nations and the United

Nations are extremely challenging. ijowever, with his esinent qualifications and

experience and qualities of personal charm and skill, we are convinced that he will

steer us safely through the stormy ~ 4ters. on behalf of the Government of India, I

pledge full co-operation to the Secretary-General in his efforts to deal with the

political, economic and social prOble.s confronting us.

Turning to item 38, I recall that CUr delegation actively supported, as did

several other delegations, General Assembly resolution 40/237, which set up the

Group of High-level Intergovernmental Experts to Review the Efficiency of the

Administrative and Financial Functioning of the United Nations. We did so because

we were, and are, convinced that measures are required to bring about a more

efficient and cost-effective united Nations.
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such an Organizatf.on would better serve. Member States and bolster their efforts to

achieve the objectives and preserve the principles of the Charter, especially the

maintenance of international peace and security and the attainment of development

and international economic co-operation.. The implementation of the recommendations

of the Group would result in economies and savings.. We are assured that the final

outcome will be not only a trimmer united Nations but one which is nevertheless

stronger and more responsive to the needs of Member States ..

That the Group has done valuable work is clearly evidenced in its report,

which covers a large number of important areas in the administrative and financial

functioning of the Organization.. Much of the report was adopted by consensus,

despite the heterogenous composition of the Group.. This clearly indicates the

positive and flexible approach adopted by the members of the Group and their

sensitivity to the common desire of the entire, larger membership for constructive

reform. The report can the~efore serve as the foundation for the process of reform

of our Organization. It is necessary that Member States now make the required

effort in a spirit of flexibility to build upon the consensus reflected in the

report on the basic issues facing the Organization.. Such an effort will assist in

achieving the objectives of the entire community of nations and safeguard the

future of the multilateral system so painstakingly developed over the past decades ..

We must stress, however, that in the name of reform no action must be taken

that would dilute the principle of sovereign equality and the democratic

functioning of the Organization. Measures of reform must be undertaken which

nurture and strengthen the commitment of Member States to the United Nations and

the multilateral system and, inter alia, persuade them to fulfil their financial
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obligations to the Organization under the Charter. The United Nations system is

facing unprecedented challenges and pressures. At a time when the international

situation calls for greater understanding among nations, the fabric of multilateral

co-operation has come under strain. We are confident that this body will soon

overcome its present difficulties.

My delegation finds the report of the Group a clonstructive one. A large

number of positive recommendations relate to problems which have engaged the

attention of Member States over the years and which needed to be addressed. We

commend the members of the Group for their collective wisdom and courage in making

those recommendations. Other recommendations call for fur~her study and reflection

by both Member States and the Secretariat and can be viewed as catalytic in

nature. They will encourage Member States to focus their energy and attention on

particuJ.ar problems which need to be tackled but which have until now been

inadeauate1y dealt with. The l~ited time available to the Group was a constraint

on its ability to conduct further studies into the areas it touched upon. However,

the large number of useful recommendations made by the Group is an indication of

the degree of intensity with which it applied itself in its task.

A number of recommendations relate not only to the United Nations but also to

its subsidiary organizations, the specialized agencies, the International Monetary

Fund and the World Bank. We concur with the view that co-ordination between those

organizations needs to be strengthened so that common approaches and strategies are

developed to deal with pressing economic and social problems. However, our

delegation wishes to reiterate that in the entire system the position of primacy

held by the United Nations at the apex of the hierarchy must be maintained. Those

recommendations of the Group, along with their implementation, must be vipwed in

such a perspective.
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The Group has noted that there has been a significant growth in the

intergovernmental .achinery resulting from the expansion of an agenda which has

become not only IlOre diversified but also more cOllp1ex. A reflection of this

growth is the increase in the number of conferences and meetings and the

concomitant growth in the vo1mae of documentation. The volume of docU1lentation has

increased beyond tba limits which allow delegations to use it productively. The

rapid growth of the agenda has not made it possible always to per.it the required

attention to be paid to co-ordination•. My delegation concurs with these findings.

However, we wish to state that the growth in the size of the agenda over the last

40 years is a reflection of the increasing importance of the United Nations and the

expanding nWllber of anas in which Member States have decided to take action in a

multilateral framework. The growth in the size of the agenda is not necessarily a

bad thing in itself, though we also believe that attention needs to be paid to

improving the manner in which these agenda items are dealt with in the various

forums of th~ united Nations. Such improvements could facilitate the concentration

of effort by Member States on reaching agreements on ways and means of solving the

problems facing them.

Though we agree that the volume of documentation is excessive, our delegation

believes that another aSPect, that of the quality of documentation, also needs to

be seriously addressed. There is no doubt that high quality, action-oriented

documentation can play a catalytic role in negotiations. Another related aspect of

documentation is the need to strengthen the independence of thinking and approach

of the secretariat officials who prepare the reports.

The Group has reca.mended that an intergovernmental body should review the

intergovernmental machinery, particularly in the economic and social sectors, and
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present its recommendations at the forty-third session of the General Assembly.

The objective of that review will be to enhance co-ordination between the various

bodies in the economic and social sectors. OUr delegation agrees that there is

need for increased co-ordination in these sectors, and therefore looks forward to

the results of the review. In our opinion, the intergovernmental body entrust~d

with this task should have a large enough cOllpOsition to be representative of the

entire membership of the United Nations.

The Group has concluded that the Secretariat is top-heavy and overmanned, and

has consequently reCOllDended that the total number of -posts funded from the regular

budget should be reduced by 15 per cent over three years and the number of regular

budget posts at the Under-Secretary-General and Assistant-Secretary-General levels

should be reduceCil by 25 per cent within a period of three years or less. We

welcome those recommendations. The Secretary-General is expected to submit to the

General Assembly his plan for implementing those two sets of reductions. However,

in their implementation, a large number of factors should be taken into account;

therefore, the Secretary-General's plan will have to be carefully prepared. In

this plan full account should be taken of Article 101, paragraph 3, of the Charter

which reads:

-The paramount consideration in the emplO¥Dent of the staff and in the

determination of the conditions of service shall be the necessity of securing

the highest standards of efficiency, competence, and inte<Jrity. Due regard

shall be paid to the importance of recruiting the staff on as wide a

geographical basis as possible.-

If that is not done it would be futile to expect the transformation of the

Secretariat into an effective and efficient organ.
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In dealing with the Secretariat structure the Group has referred to and made

recommendations on a number of departments, offices and units in the Organization.

Those references and recommendations should not be viewed as criticisms of the

Secretariat, and in no way reflect on the competence and abilities of the

individual officers who staff the various organizational units.

My delegation has noted the Group's conclusion that the salaries and

allowances of staff have reached an excessively high level and that these should be

reduced. Dec-lcdons in this area would affect not only the United Nations but the

entire common system, which is based and maintained on common personnel standards

and conditions of employment. It is therefore important to reaffirm at this stage

the central role played by the Internation~lCivil Service Commission in the

development and maintenance of the entire common system.
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My delega tion is happy to note that deapi te the fact that there was lack of

full agreement on the solution of the ~ClbleID relating to the planning and budget

mechanism, there was a cmgruence of views aJlal9 the mellbers of the Group (Xl the

identification of the difficulties facing the organization in this crucial field.

As the secretary-General has pointed out in his note cm the repcxt of the Group,

evident agreement was reached on several central 1J)ints including~

-the need for an imprCNed intergCNernJllental machinery that can deal more

thoroughly with questions related to the budget~ the advisabUity of earlier

participation by MeDlber States in the pcogramme and budget process, the

importance of co-ordinated prograaae planning and progranme budgeting~ and the

need fcx early establishment of guidance by the General Assenbly on the level

of resources within which expenditures during a bienniulQ would be

acCClttlDDdated. - (A/4V663, para. 6)

we share the optimism of the secretary-General when he goes on to state~

-This lIIaasure of ccmgruence, especially titlen seen in the ccmtext of the

vital interests of the organizations that are involved, would suggest that

wi th a further effort by the General AsseDlbly agreement (Xl this sli>ject can

yet be reached. - (Ibid., para. 7)

The Group has done useful work in this area by prOV'iding the General Assembly

with the elements for arriving at an agreement lihich would preserve the essential

pr inciple of sOV'ereign equality and allow decisions to be taken by bodies with

tniversal memership.

The report of the Group, we hope, can help to rever se the dr ift away from

multilateraliem. This drift has expressed itself in many ways, including the

financial crisis threatening the very survival of the Organizaticm which ellbodies

the ccmcept and pr inciple of mul tila teral ism. In th is increas ing:ly in terdependen t

world, it is shcxt-sighted to p:omote the erosion of multilateralisa. Though
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·po!iti~l wiU· is !i Illch hackneyed t.erJI~ it Is iaportant that _xiJilUll political

will is brou91t to bear to arrive at a lasting refor. of the ~9anization and thus

fulfil the aspirations of Hemer Sta tea men they adopted, by consensus, General

Assembly resolution 40/237. It will be necessary for Hemer States not only to

reaffirm their c:ommitment to the Charter and its principles, but also to !lake

manifest this coIllllibDent by ptmiding the obligatory financial support to the

Organ iza time Q11y then will it be poss ible foe the thi ted Ni! tions legislative

mandates to be fully translated into concrete action to attain our collective

objectives.

However, prmisim of financial support to the organization is but one of the

manifestations of this commitment. MClCe important, and of paramount significance,

is the coJllllitment to utilize increasingly the instrullentalities afforded by the

thited Nations and its sister organizations in the multilateral system. It is with

this noble objective that the United Nations was established OI7er 40 years ago and

if this object:ive is not attained then matever measures are lndertaken to reform

the United Nations would be in vain.

In conclusicm, I should like to quote fro. the message sent by the Prime

Minister. of India to the secretary-General on the occasion of his tmanimous

re-election:

81 take this optlOrtunity to reaffirm India's abiding CODlllitment to the

principles and pr 011 is ions of the Charter of the thited Nations. 'l'he Charter

embodies the belief that war and want are not inevitable. It symbolises a

vision of a very rational ,,«ld order, transcending the COIIIplex diversities of

our times. We need to renew our original faith and reiterate our collllitment

to a co-operative wodd system based on the dignity and equality of all

nations. 8
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Hr. ItIBEDI (Uganda): Speaking for the first tiJle during this session of

the plen~ry Assellbly, I should like to extend to Hr. Choudhury of Bangladesh the

congratulations both of ray delegation and country, on his unanillOUs election as

President of this session of the General Assembly. I am confident that with his

experience and the goodwill he enjoys fra. the meAbers of all delegations, as

testified to in their congratulatory messages to him, he will be very well placed

to discharge his onerous duties in an exe1l;)lary manner.

I wish also to pay a well deserved tribute to his predecessor,

Mr. Jaime de Pinies of Spain, who presided over the work of the historic fortieth

session of the General Assembly with tact, patience and wisdom. We owe him a debt

of gratitude.

I should also like to offer ray congratulations to the Secretary-General,

Mr. Javier Perez de Cue1lar, on his re-election by acclamation for a second term of

office. My delegation fully recognizes and greatly appreciates his concern for and

commitment to the future of the Organization, which outlook led hi. to agree to

take on the responsibilities of a difficult task for a further period of five

years. My delegation looks forward to a happy working relationship with the office

of the Secretary-General.

Allow me also to associate myself and my delegation with the expressions of

sympathy which have been extended to the people of El Salvador over the terrible

catastrophe which befell their country a few days ago in the form of a massive

earthquake. I am confident that the international community will respond

generously to the plight of the people of El Salvador with massive material help

and technical assistance.

My delegation has made a careful and detailed study of the report of the Group

of High-level Interg0gernmental Experts which was set up by the General Assembly

to review the efficiency of the administrative and financiai functi~ing of the

United Nations. They had a difficult task, but they were able to face up to
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it with a hl~ degree of expertise and dedic:atico, and for this they have earned

the well deserved gratitude and respect of lIlUly countries. My delegation is happy

to associate itself with the sentiments 1Cbtell have already been expressed by many

delegations in appreciation of the higbly skilled work of the tea. and whicb,

aor:eOl7er, was carried out in recor:d tille.

The secretary-General in his note appropc lately reaincls us that as we

tmdertake to exaline the report of the Group of Bi9~level IntergOl7ernmental

EKperts, the OI:ganization continues to face a grave and t-Eediate financial

D.'ture. Be goes CI1 to say:

-Whether the United Nations will resain solvent in the last months of this

year remins even now an open questiat. It is, in any event, clear that the

crisis will not be satisfactorily OI7ercolIe until we find ways to dec:.l

successfully with its root causes, ~icb, as I have observed in the past are

pr iJIar lly political in nature.· (A/4l/663, para. 11)

lItile, therefoce, we exaaine the detailed reCCElendations of the Group, we

should not lose sight of this fundallental and OI7erriding factor. Some of the

political viewpoints have given ~ise to at least two Ixoad notions which have been

put forth by critics of the United Natiats. The first is that the United NatiooS

is tmder the Cootrol of an oppcessive _jcxity of cotmtries frOll the third wexld,

which use their nUller ieal clout in a way which giVes them total and absolute

centrol of the Organizatiat, and lI'bich totally frustrate the aspirations and

des ires of the minor i ty which pr 017 ide the financial back-up of the Organ izatioo.

The budget has been cited as a case in point were sull states wield greater (X)wer

than corresp:)nds with their financial contr !bution and where there is need for

funduen tal change.
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The second notion or assUlptial has been that the SJIClller comuies, in

particular those of Africa, are against refotllS amed at aprcwing the working of

the thited Nations and that their attitude is .,tivated by no~1ng aore than a

desire to safeguard and perpetuate their in-built privileges and advantages.

Allow lie to point out the fallacies in those notions. Ql the question of the

alleged ~ess1ve .ajority, we knawr that the p:>wers of the organs of the united

Nations, particularly those of the General Assellbly CI'ld ''If the security COmcU,

are set out in detail in the united Nations Cbarter. we know that the perll2lnent

aellbers of the .security ComcU bave reserved lX)Wers \l1hich are of critical and

overriding imp:)rtance in the running of this Qrganiza*".ial and over ¥bieb the

General AsseJrbly bas no CQ'luol 1llhatsoeslet', despite the so-called oppressive

aajority.

Here I bave in aind tho power of veto, the appointment of the

secretary-General and the levels of staffing vi thin the organs of the tbi ted

NatialS. SO far <\S this last point is concerned, representatives uy wish to

examine oocWlent A/C. 5/4 l/L. 2, Wi1ch is a report of the secretary-General on

perSCllnel questions and which sets out the colllpOsitial of the secretariat. Even a

cursory study of the report sbowt. the extent to which -the oppress~d aincxity-

exercbes influence in the secretar iat as collpared to llellber s belalging to the

-oppressive JBjority group-. I should point out that, according to that ~eport,

some menbers of the latter group bave no representatial whatsoever within the

sec::retar iat and that others have ale or two meabers ally.

On ques tions of fini!llce, it is also wer thy of note that the sull countr ies

have no say in respect of that part of the thi ted Nations budget that is financed

through voluntary contr ibutions, controlling such important organs as the United

Na tions DeYelopslen t Progr aDDle and the World Heal th Ckgi!ll iza tion, all 0 f vi tal
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developing cowttries vote with the developed cotmtries on lIany issues that co_ up

bef«e the tbi ted N!l tions.

As regards the allegation that sullel' cotmtries are not in favour of

proposals for the iapcOl1eaent of the ruming of the orgcmizatim, nothing could be

further frOll the truth.

I ...,uld say that the General AsseJlbly represents soaething of a living

monUJIent to the colmial ~a in that the _j«ity of comtries making up the

membership of the Olited Nations were once colmies of Powers with whidl they now

happily sit side by side. The nueer of countries rEpresented here is, theJ:efore,

a direct result of the policies which were followed by the colmial Power s at one

tbae, and if such policies suited their purposes at SOlle stage in history it is, I

believe, not out of order to point out that these long-tera consequences are not of

the mak ing of comtr ies of the th itd w«ld.

The United Natia'ls has played a crucial and vital role in the fight against

colonialism and indeed cmtinues to do so sen today in respect of the relics of

colonial domination, such as in N:!laibia. If the United ~tims has, therefore,

been of such crucial impcxtance in the attainment of Africa's political

emancipatim, how can Africa not wish to strengthen the United Nations and all its

organs in order to ensure the Ckganization's long-term survival and dynamic

existence?

The United Nations has pc<Wed of importance to Africa and other COwttr ies of

the third w«ld not merely in the struggle for political freedom but in many other

fields as well, and particularly in the economic secto!: and in respect of natural

disasters and catastro~e!h The tesolYtion acbpted here cnly this mocning in

respect of El salvacbr is a case in point.
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Earl.ier this year the thited Nations held a special session of the General

Asselllbly m deal specifically with the econOllic crisis facing Africa. The

deliberations at that special session were of great iIlp«tance to Africa, and we

hope that its oonclusiauJ wUl not end up as so much dry ink but w11l receive a

hi~ degree of support frOll colmtries that enjoy greate£ eccnOllic prOSPerity.

In respect of l!IY oon country, U)anda, whieb passed through years of despotic

rule during 1Jihieb tna people of Uganda endured untold suffering, the General

AsseJlbly has before it a report of the secretary-General (A/4l/593), entitled

·Special ecmollic and disaster relief aBSistance~ special PrograJllles of ecmOllic

assistance - Assistance to Uganda-. This report outlinetl the econC!lic problems BY

col.I\try bees at the IDOllent and seeks the support of MeDlbers of the thited Nations

in rendP.ring a5sil'3tance to the people of Uganda. This docullent, about which ~

delegation will be speaking a little 1l000e in the relevant CCEaittee, is of great

importance to my country, whieb therefore greatly appreciates the assistance of the

secretary-General in proci1cing the repext.

The consideraticns I have just outlined show that countries within the third

worI'd greatly value this (kganizatim. My delegatim, therefore, fully DUPpexts

all moves to strealine the Otg3nization in order to render it more effective in

achieving the objectives for _ich it was established and in the light of

present-day conditions. However, it must be borne in mind that the report of the

Groop of Elcperts has far~reaching implications and in some cases pcopcses

fundallental changes. we should exalline it thocoughly and carefully. we should

avoid the teaptation of being stampeded into rush decisions which could only leave

behind contrcwer sies without achieving the desired solutions to basic problems.

That would be a disservice to the thited Nations.
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Some have suggested that since many of the reCOllllel1dations were adopted

uanimously by the Group, whose COllposi.tion re~esents all regions, the report

should, as a result, be endoesed as a package. My delegation does nQt subscribe to

the nooal of a package. we believe that we should examine the recollilendatials on

their merit and modify or adopt them according to how acceptable we find them.

My delegation will be making more detailed observatials on the recoumendatials

caltained in the report ~en the item comes up foe discussion in the Fifth

CoIImittee. At this stage I am able to state that, broadly speaking, we are in

agreement wi th the trend of thinking and the thrust of the argument set out from

Chapter I to Chapter V of the report. There is, however, one caveat, and that is

that any redlctions in the p·taffing levels of «gans of the thited Nations have to

be made in the light of the need to maintain an equitable geographical distributial

of posts, as provided foe in relevant reeolutions of the General AsseJ!bly.

Regarding the proposal that the nunber of regular budget posts at the levels

of tJnder-secretary-General and Assistant secretary-General should be redloed by

2S per cent within a period of three years or less, we are of the opinion that the

optimlD nuut>er of these posts, as well as other posts, will be determined ally

after th~ reocganizatial of the departments as recomended by the experts. After

such an exercise it may weU be that the apPropriate numer of

tJnder-Secretar ias-General and Assistant secretar ies-General will be even lever than

7S per cent of the Present lelo"els of these posts.

So far as the planning and budget procedlres are concerned, the report itself

indicates that existing regulations prescr ibed by the General Assemly in relatim

to these matters have not been complied with fully in the past. Ebr exa:lple, on

page 26 of the report, the exper ts state:

-The current decisim-making procedlres with respect to ~iorities do not

correspond to those stipulated in the regulations and rules B
•

(Aii.1,/49, pa1:a. 60)
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Tba~ being tile CMe, ii: appears to us t:ba~ rather tb~_ cr~te new CEgana in this

fielcJ - for eallple, the co_i~~e for p£ogr.-e6 budget and co-ordination, wbicb

la ptopcn4 under optlcm (a) - aeasurea ebOuld be taken to ensure that present

regulaUcma, particularly those relating to consultation with Mellber States at an

e.ly stage of the buc1get:, lIbould be CCBplied with. Those existing regulations

b•• not been p£oved to be inadequate, since they have never been put into effect,

IIUltb••f«e they IIIoulcl be lIIple.ented befCEe they ccm be assessed Clbjeetively.

t ,
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1Iaat ccnc.n. ay delegation is that the body tlblcb BCIIe have pcopased to

supplant the Ce-ittee for Progra.e and Co-ordinaticn (CPC), and which it is

suggested -.oold take part in the plaming md budget procedure fre. the very

beginning and throu9lout the process,· .i~t weli usurp the powers of the ~lIber

States en the issues relating to the budget, cmtrary to the existing General

Assellbly resolutiClns. This is particular ly so as regards the ~ealllble to

optim (a) as set out at page 29 of the rep«t. If this happened, the sOI1ereign

rights of MeJllber states wou1d be prejudiced and this is a Dove which rtq delegaticn

would find unacceptable. we are also cClncerned that any proposals in this field

should not detract frOll the prerogative of the gecretary-General in the forlllUlation

and the presentation of the budget.

As 1 said earlier, ay delegaticn will be happy to participate in the

deliberations of the Fifth Cc.aittee regarding the repa:t of the intergeverlUlental

experts. In this address I have been concerned with reassuring this Assembly of

the high regard foe, and devotion to, t:h~ Otited Hationa by my comtry, and also

with repudiating sc:.e generalized ass~..~ims which have been JIlade in' the past as

regards the position of third woeld co\l'1tties~ these observations have little

bear ing on tho reality of the situation. I hope that these assurancea will be

received and accepted by all those cQ'lcerned in the spirit of good will and hmcsty

of purpose with which I have conve:r-ed thy.

I believe that aany of the reco..endations advanced by the experts will, in

the end, be accepted by this Assellbly. However, mat is required, abOl1e all else,

is a rededication by all ooncerned to the ideals, goals and objectives of the

Oti ted Ha tions I and the acceptance that it has a role to play in the ce:aplex wcxld

we live in today.

, • ..
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we should r:e_mer at all tilles that no ..,Wlt of docUIHII\tar:y r:efCl£1l will

sustain this invaluable organisation,. if ~udl cbanges are not aatehed by a

CCllpar:able political will to give the {bitled Rltions a c:bance.

The aeeting r:Cl8e at 1.25 p•••




